Two Reasons behind Economic Development of China

A fghanistan is wrestling with a myriad of challenges for many resources. Afghani- strip have been making efforts towards increase the efforts of the root causes of the resulting challenges in Afghanistan. A num- is not put to justice and if education is not promoted, there will be no needs committed leaders and strict rule of law. If corrupt officials are help farmers to plant crops and fruits or establishes the challenges. It is very important to bridge the economic gap be derestimated. In other words, imbalanced progress will not resolve officials, including ministers, report their achievements every year, leaders who push China forward.

Jiao Yulu, who is considered the symbol of honesty in China, went, “If an official does not act on the people's behalf, he would be "Avoiding responsibilities is the worst disgrace for an official". He Chinese President Xi Jinping said in one of his speeches in 2015 that Therefore, they always put the people first and hardly dare engage in developmental policies. They fight for power and position rather than serving the na...